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Screening Collections

Form basis of many hit discovery 

programmes 

Quality of collection vital

– Quality hits expedite discovery of 

candidates/drugs

– Poor quality hits waste time and money

– Poor quality hits likely to lead to more 

clinical failures

Principle of rubbish in rubbish out



Cost of Failure

Discovery can account for >50% of all 

R&D costs! 
• Adjusted for opportunity costs and time-to-market,

– “Updating the cost of a new chemical entity” –Kettler, 

Office of Health Economics, London, 1999

– DiMasi et al, Tufts. 

Most targets are abandoned as project 

moved from screen to hit to candidate



Screening Collections

Simple stupid - just buy, make, borrow and 

steal (maybe not) all the compounds 

possible.

Not so easy if you consider oral drug space

– according to current concepts 



How big a collection do I need?

How many compounds are structurally possible 

in “chemical space”?

– 106, 109, 1012, 1020, 1040, 1060, 10100

Situation is not as bad as the figures suggest

Not all of chemical space display properties that:

– Allow binding to biological targets

– Are likely to be orally bio-available

– Are consistent with good pharmacokinetics

– Will not give rise to toxicity
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Options - BioPharma

Big Pharma collections are made up of large sub-
libraries based around the individual templates

– Legacy collections consist of compounds from 
old programmes

– Typically 100s-1000s similar compounds 
• 2 million compounds may represent only ~4000 templates

The larger the library, the more hits we get?

– Depends

• More templates

• More of the same

– Not if the individual templates don’t bind 

– Is more of the same always useful

BioPharma libraries contain high quality lead and drug 
like compounds



Options - Commercial

Why not just buy commercially available collections?

Many companies offer “Drug-like” collections
– No single up-to date database of all structures available

– Over 5 million compounds offered

Analysis of commercial collections
– Tend towards being too big and too lipophilic

– Many undesirable structures exemplified

Analysis suggests < 10% are drug-like

Potential pool of accessible chemistry



Options – Chemical Synthesis 

Driven
Why not just make large chemistry driven libraries?

Many Pharma companies tried this
– Tended to be being too big and too lipophilic

– Many undesirable structures exemplified

– Inhibitors rather than drugs

Large combinatorial libraries abandoned by the Pharma 
industry

Not a hopeless case though
– Needs to be design driven not available chemistry driven



Options – Design Driven

Use chemoinformatics to identify drug like 
templates and side chains using open source 
databases such as Starlite

Designed using activity and pharmaceutical 
considerations

Design and Synthesis could be put out to tender 
by a consortium

Need to balance novelty and interesting 
compounds which could not be sourced from 
companies

Could be seen as a threat by some to propriety 
collections



Solutions?

Global compound Collection

Pull together best of 

– BioPharma’s compound collections

– Best from commercial sources

– Make the rest

Simple or simplistic?



Issues

IP - ownership

Competition 

Anti-trust issues?

Paranoia

Difficulty of getting buy in from community 
– let alone agreement on details

Multi-partner legal agreements

Ensuring best compounds are pooled

Practical issues:- storage, dispensing, formats, 
screening, resupply – practicalities and politics



Importance of IP

IP is often the single most valuable asset of a 
company. Smith and Parr, for example, have 
calculated the % of intangible assets for 

– Johnson & Johnson (87.9%); 

– Proctor and Gamble (88.5%); 

– Merck (93.5%); 

– Microsoft (97.8%); 

– Yahoo! (98.9%). 

Gordon V. Smith & Russell L. Parr, valuation Of Intellectual Property and 
Intangible Assets 131-47 ( 3d Ed.2000)



Importance of IP

A 1997 study by Coopers and Lybrand 

found that two-thirds of the then 7 trillion 

market value of all publicly traded U.S 

companies consisted of intangible assets.



Importance of IP

Without patents, the [pharmaceutical] 

industry ceases to exist.“
J-P Garnier,

then CEO GSK,

2001



Options?

Pooled compounds and shared compound 

synthesis to generate data in areas such as 

Difficult targets – e.g. protein-protein interactions 

– community wide learning

Gene families – e.g. kinases,

– multiple individual targets

Poly pharmacology – e.g. kinases in cancer 

– understanding the design and effects of controlled 

promiscuity

Example – DSTT (kinase consortium) at Dundee



Options?

Neutral screening centres – screen top Pharma 
targets with set compiled from consortium 
collections 

Market for hits
– Horse trading between original owners of compounds

– Auction of hits and data

Compilation of knowledge gained to further 
understand individual targets and basis of 
compound selectivity and target druggability
– Could be done without whole scale release of 

compound structures.



Incentives

Benefits need to outweigh the perceived 

downsides

Benefits

– Sharing of risk and cost

– Development of basic knowledge

– Increased chance of success



Summary

Compound collections are the bedrock of drug 

discovery

Good compounds give a chance of good drug 

discovery programmes and good drugs

There are potential options

There are many issues

This won’t happen unless there is there a 

perceived need and benefit for shared and 

traded collections and data?





What is the DSTT?

The Division of Signal Transduction Therapy is 

a unique knowledge transfer model which 

gives companies access to research likely to 

lead to the identification of new drug targets.



What does it aspire to?

Accelerating and enhancing the process of 

discovering new drugs to treat major global 

diseases which kill and harm millions each 

year.



What does it offer?

•the world’s highest concentration of 

expertise on kinases – a gene family 

involved in almost every physiological 

process in the body

•unique access to a gene family with targets 

in cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, 

inflammatory disease and allergies 



How does it work?

The DSST is a unique partnership involving :

•University of Dundee

•Medical Research Council 

•Six of the world’s leading Pharma 

AstraZeneca         Boehringer-Ingelheim

GlaxoSmithKline   Merck & Co

Merck KGaA         Pfizer



Companies :

•jointly fund and share basic research likely 

to lead to the identification of new drug 

targets 

•receive services relating to drug 

development and screening

•Access to key cell signalling reagents 

(antibodies, enzymes, substrates, cDNAs ) 

developed by the researchers 



Each partner contributes distinct expertise 

and derives benefits that go well beyond 

exchange of funds for intellectual property 

and scientific know-how.



Achievements

A significant amount of reagents have been 

supplied to the Companies.

•High Throughput Screens (HTS): in most cases 

these screens require 2 or 3 different proteins 

supplied in 100 milligram/gram quantities. 

•Pilot amount of enzyme = up to 5000 assays 

•Antibodies = up to 1000 immunoprecipitations



Achievements

•208 papers by directors, relevant to drug 

discovery, since 1998

•Enzymes provided for 138 high throughput 

screens (up to 1m assays per screen)

•1,506 pilot samples of key enzymes

•665 antibody preparations

•682 cDNAs


